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CHECKPOINT PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Starting in Chapter 2, several problems are marked with the icon shown at right.
This icon indicates a "Checkpoint" problem for an Algebra 1 topic that students
should be able to solve correctly at this point in the course. If the student needs help
to solve this kind of problem, or cannot consistently solve them correctly, then the
student needs additional practice with this type of problem. After each Checkpoint, the student
will be expected to solve that type of problem easily and accurately.

The Checkpoint problems for Chapter 4 are problems 4-29 (writing the equation of a line given
two points), 4-80 (finding the x- and y-intercepts of quadratic functions), and 4-122 (finding the
slope and distance between two points). The practice problems below cover only these three
topics.

Write a linear equation representing each line defmed below, (problem 4-29)

1. The Ime through the point (0, 7) with a
slope of 4.

2. The line through the point (3, 5) with a
slope of ^.

3. The line through the point (-2, 1) with
aslope of-^-.

4. The line through the point (8, 15) with
a slope of 1-.

5. The line through the point (3, -7 ) with
a slope of 12.

6. The line through the points (0, 5) and
(8, 0).

7. The line through the points (-3,8)
and (11,0).

8. The Ime through the points (14, 10)
and (-2,-!).

9. The line through the points (7, -^ )
and (7, 9).

10. The line through the points (-6, -9)
and (^,13).

11. The line through the points (-1, 12)
and (15,-2).

12. The line through the points (-21,2)
and (5, 2).

13. The line through the points (-4,1)
and (4, 3).

14. The line through the points (5, -1) and
(-3,2).

15. The line through the points (6, 0) and
(-2,-5).

Find the x- and y-intercepts for each of the following quadratic functions, (problem 4-80)

16. y=x2+7x+l2 17. y=.c2-3.c-10 18. y=6x2+19x+l0

19. y=l2x2-7x-l0 20. y=x2+4x+l 21. y=-7xl+x+l
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Review of Linear Equations

Sketch the graph of each line.
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Write the standard form of the equation of each line given the slope and y-intercept.

3
7) Slope = - ^, y-intercept = 5

8) Slope = 9, y-intercept = 4

Write the standard form of the equation of each line.

9) y=-^+^
3

10) ^=^-x+5

11) y+4=-7(x-l) 12) y+l=-(x+3)

13) -lOx-y^-5 14) -4-2y=-x

Write the standard form of the equation of the line through the given point with the given slope.

15) through: (4, -2), slope = -1 16) through: (-2, 4), slope = -—

Write the standard form of the equation of the line through the given points.

17) through: (-3, 2) and (0, -l) 18) through: (0, 4) and (-1, -l)

Write the standard form of the equation of the line described.

2
19) through: (2, 0), parallel toy=^-x

3
20) through: (-2, 4), parallel toy=-^x+3

2
21) through: (2, 4), perp. to y=--^x-5

22) through: (5, 0), perp. toy=-x+5



CHECKPOINT PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Starting in Chapter 2, several problems are marked with the icon shown at right.
This icon indicates a "Checkpoint" problem for an Algebra 1 topics that students
should be able to solve correctly at this point in the coiirse. If the student needs help
to solve this kind of problem, or cannot consistently solve them correctly, then the
student needs additional practice with this type of problem. After each Checkpoint, the student
will be expected to solve that type of problem easily and accurately.

The Checkpoint problems for Chapter 5 are problem 5-39 (function notation and domain and
range) and 5-84 (solving for y). The practice problems below cover only these topics.

Consider the functions f(x)=^(x-4)2 and g(x)=-;LT- (problem 4-139).

1. What are the domain and range of f(x) ?

2. What are the domain and range of g(x) ?

3. What is the value of /(-2) ?

4. What is the value of g(a + 5) ?

5. If f(x) = 27 , what is the value of xrf

6. If g(x) = 14 , what is the value of x^

7. What are the domain and range of the function h(x) = 3^/2x -1 ?

8. If j(x) = x +^+l what is j(b - 4)7

9. If k(x) = 5+^/7-x and k(x) = 8 , what is the value of .c?

Solve for y. (problem 5-84)

10. 8x+y=7 11. 6x+3y=9

13. x=(y-2)2+l 14. ^jy+2=3x

12. 10.c+2(y-4)=18

15. ^-7-+3=6
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[COMPLEX NUMBERS 8.2.1 and 8.2.3

Students are introduced to the complex number system. Complex numbers arise naturally
when trying to solve some equations such asx2 + 1 =0, which, until now, students thought
had no solution. They see how the solution to this equation relates to its graph, its roots,
and how imaginary and complex numbers arise in other polynomial equations as well. For
further information see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons 8.2.1,8.2.2, and 8.2.3.

Example 1

Solve the equation below using the Quadratic Formula. Explain what the solution tells you about
the graph of the function.

2x2-20^+53=0

As a quick review, the Quadratic Formula says: If ax +^+ c = 0 then x == -<'±v^-4ffc . Here,
a^2,b= -20, and c = 53. Therefore,

2a

x
-(-20)±V(-20)2 -4(2)(53)

2(2)
20±V400-424

4

20±^r24
4

We now have an expression with a negative under the radical. Until now, students would claim
this equation has no solution. In fact, it has no real solution, but it does have a complex solution.

We define ;" = ^/-T as an imaginary number. When we combine an imaginary number with a
real number, we call it a complex number. Complex numbers are written in the fomi a + bi.
Using (', we can simplify the answer above.

x
20±^r24

4

4

20±2(^/6
4

2(l0±(^/6)
4
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Chapter 8

Because this equation has no real solutions, if we were to graph y = 2a;2 - 2Qx + 53 we would see
a parabola that does not cross the x-axis. If we completed the square and put this into graphing
form, we would gety=2(x-5)2 +3. The vertex of this parabola is at (5,3), and since it open
upwards, it will never cross the x-axis. You should verify this with your graphing tool.

Therefore, the graph of t^ie function y = 2x - 20x + 53 has no x-intercepts, but it does have two
complex roots, x = lo±^/6 . Recall that we said the degree of a polynomial function tells us the
maximum number of roots. In fact the degree tells us the exact number of roots; some (or all)
might be complex.

Example 2

Simplify each of the following expressions.

a. 3+^/^16

c. (40(-5Q

b. (3+4i)+(-2-60

d. (8-30(8+30

Remember that i =-\/-T. Therefore, the expression in (a) can be written as
3 + V-16 = 3 + 4^/--1 = 3 +4;. This is the simplest fonn; we cannot combine real and imaginary
parts of the complex number. But, as is the case in part (b), we can combine real parts with real
parts, and imaginary parts with imaginary parts: (3 + 4i) + (-2 - 6i) = 1 - 2i. In part (c), we can
use the commutative mle to rearrange this exgression: (4i)(-5i) = (4 • -5)(i • i) = -20^.
However, remember that i = ^F\, so ;2 = (4Z\)1 = -1. Therefore, -20f2 = -20(-1) = 20.
Finally in part (d), we will multiply using niethods we have used previously for multiplying
binomials. You can use the Distributive Property or generic rectangles to compute this product.

(8 - 30(8 + 3Q = 8(8)+ 8(30 - 3i(8) - 3i(31)
=64+24i-24f+9

=73

8 -3(

8

3f

64 -24i

24; 9

The two expressions in part (d) are similar. In fact they are the same except for the middle sign.
These two expressions are called complex conjugates, and they are useful when working with
complex numbers. As you can see, multiplying a complex number by its conjugate produces a
real number! This will always happen. Also, whenever a function with real coefficients has a
complex root, it always has the conjugate as a root as well.
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Example 3

Make a sketch of a graph of a polynomial function j9(x) so that p(x) = 0 would have only four real
solutions. Change the graph so that it has two real and two complex solutions.

lfp(x) = 0 is to have only four real solutions, then p(x) will
have four real roots. This will be a fourth degree polynomial
that crosses the x-axis in exactly four different places. One
such graph is shown at right.

In order for the graph to have only two real and two complex
roots, we must change it so one of the "dips" does not reach
the ^-axis. One example is shown at right.

Problems

Simplify the following expressions.

1. (6+40-(2-Q

4. (5-70(-2+3f)

2. 8i-^16

5. (3+20(3-20
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3. (-3)(40(7Q

6. (^-50(^+50

Below are the complete graphs of some polynomial functions. Based on the shape and location
of the graph, describe all the roots of the polynomial function. Be sure to include information
such as whether roots are double or triple, real or complex, etc.

7.

Kl
K—I I—I—I—I I—W

x
7

8. y i

I<1 II I 111111

7 x-7

9. Write the specific equation for the polynomial function passing through the point (0,5),
and with roots x= 5,jc == -2 and x = 3;'.
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Algebra 2

Assignment

Simplify.

1) (-7 + 7?) + (7 + 5i)

3) 5 - (2+ 2i) + 6

5) 3 + 8- (2- 6;)

7) (5i) - (l + 2Q - (0

9) (l + 8f) - (-4 + 3i)

Name ID: 1

>211)(4-02

13) (7+2?)2

15) (7 + 8;)(7 - 6;')

17) (-8-7;)2

19) (-2f)0-)(-3+40

Date

2) 2 - (-8 + 5/) + 4

4) (-2 - 6i) + (3 + 7i)

6) (-1 + 7?) - (-3 + 2i)

8) (8 - 3() + (2 - 3;)

10) (6 - 7Q - (8 + 7()

12) (-1 - i)2

14) (8-4;)(-5-0

16) (7+3i)2

18) (8-3i)(3+20

20) (-1 - 8f)(-4 + 5i)

Period
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Operations with Complex Numbers

Simplify.

1) (+6;

Name

Date_

2) 3+4+6;

Period

3) 3i+i 4) -8(-7i

5) -1-8i-4-( 6) 7+1+4+4

7) -3+6i-{-5-3i)-Si 8) 3+3(+8-2t-7

9) 4<-2-8i) 10) 5< • -(•

11) Si-i'-U 12) -4t•5i

13) (-2-i)(4+<) 14) (7-6i)(-8+30

15) 7i-3i(-S-6i) 16) (4-5t)(4+i)



17) (2-4i){-6+4i) 18) (-3+2i)(-6-Si)

19) (8 - 6i)(-4 - 4i) 20) (l - 7()2

21) 6(-7+60(-4+2() 22) (-2 - 2i)(-4 - 3i)(7 + 8;)

23) 5i+7i-i 24) (6<)3

25) 6i • -4i + 8 26) -6(4-6<)

27) (8-3f)2 28) 3+7(-3;-4

29) -3;.6(-3(-7+6() 30) -6t-(8 - 6<)(-8 - 8;)

Critical thmking questions:

31) How are the foUowing problems different?

SimpUfy: (2 + .c)(3 - 2.c)
Simplify: (2 + ()(3 - 2()

32) How are the following problems different?

Simplify: 2+x-{3-2x)
Simplify: 2+i-{3-2i)


